
June 3, 2021 

Independent Contractor Policy and Procedures Training 

Q&A 

 

1. If a guest speaker is another CSU employee, does that also need pre-approval? 

If the individual is an existing CSU employee, they may not be designated as an Independent 

Contractor. 

 

2. What do we classify guest speakers, when they are guest speaker for a class, and we want to 

pay them honorarium? Are they special contractor? 

If the guest speaker is a CSU employee, they may not be compensated as an Independent 

Contractor. 

 

3.  What is the classification for CEIE Instructors/faculty? 

CEIE faculty have several classifications (2322, 2323, 2363).  In response to one of your other 

questions, curriculum development is considered "faculty bargaining unit work" and therefore 

must be paid using a Unit 3 classification, meaning that an individual cannot be paid as an 

Independent Contractor or Special Consultant.  They must be paid as faculty. 

 

4. What is the process to get the faculty paid as a Special Consultant? 

Please see the following website for the procedures, contract, and voucher for a Special 

Consultant. 

 

https://www.csudh.edu/hr/guide-forms/  

 

5. Are you looking at the job or the person? So for game officials, I could have 10 different 

people.  I assume it would be both because you need to check the CSU status? 

Yes, we would look at both. 

 

6. Who do we send classification requests to? 

Please send requests to review classifications to 310-243-3771 or classcomp@csudh.edu 

 

7. How long can an IC contractor work for a department? 

IC appointments are not intended to be long term.  If there is a frequent need, consideration 

should be made to recruit for a position. 

 

8. Does a guest speaker need to follow this Independent Contractor process? 

Yes. 

 

9. When does the new process begin? 
Immediately. During the training it was mentioned that July 1st would be out go live, however 
since procurement is accepting Fiscal Year 21/22 now, department shall begin utilizing this new 
process. Procurement and Contracts is only accepting FY 20/21 requisitions in emergency 
situations. Please email procurement@csudh.edu for assistance. 
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10. Where do we find the requisition number? 

The requisition number will be generated when the requisition is entered in PeopleSoft. 

 

11.  What is the waiting period for a former CSU employee to be hired as an Independent 

Contractor? 

Typically it is 24 months, with the assumption that the individual will not engage in 

"employment" with the CSU.  Reason being, an individual must not receive a W2 and a 1099 

from the same employer during the same tax year. 

 

12. I have some speakers scheduled for the week of June 17th. Do I have to follow this procedure 

now or does this start during the new fiscal year? 

Yes, procedures apply immediate. Please contact Procurement a Fiscal Year 21/22 is now open 

in Peoplesoft and you may begin the process. Procurement and Contracts is only accepting FY 

20/21 requisitions in emergency situations. Please email procurement@csudh.edu for 

assistance. 

 

13.  If it was students and working as student assistant for Work Study program and also want to 

do independent contract, can student qualify for working as independent contractor? 

Student employment is still "CSU employment" therefore a student employee cannot be an IC. 

 

14. Would we complete the form and have our resource manager sign before sending to drop 

box? 

The IC Request Form will not be uploaded into the dropbox. The form will be attached in 

PeopleSoft when entering the requisition. Departments must also include the Scope of Work. 

 

15. The process indicates "Contact HR." is there someone in particular we can contact in HR? 

Please forward requests to 310-243-3771 or classcomp@csudh.edu.  
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